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 .0-7-generic #19-Ubuntu SMP Thu Jun 24 00:20:24 UTC 2017 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 GNU/Linux glaucous, i'm on bionic
(ubuntu 18.04) but same; what version of `sudo` do you have (output of `which sudo`) guiverc, 'which sudo' says /usr/bin/sudo
glaucous, same here; please open a terminal; `echo $PATH` to show me your `PATH` variable. do you see a -p switch in my

terminal? sorry -p isn't in echo i think it's python's, so you shouldn't see it. guiverc, how can I open the terminal? It's on
screenlock glaucous, i'd use a text-only boot (hold shift during boot to get menu; you can change grub settings) - i'll reboot my
system to verify but sounds like you have -p switch in terminal; I wouldn't be able to use ubuntu; fyi. - p doesn't matter for me,
but i've seen it elsewhere (sorry I'm not more help) guiverc, how can I change the grub settings? if you hold shift during boot
you can get grub menu; from there you can change grub settings; if you're using bionic (not eoan) you may get a dropdown
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menu on boot; if so; select your boot-device (your hard-drive first, then memory; i'll reboot and verify) ^ glaucous ^ you'll have
text-mode boot to grub guiverc, I'm in the grub menu now, what to select? if you're on bionic (not eoan) you may also have

dropdown menu on boot; if so; select your boot-device (your hard-drive first, then memory; i'll reboot and verify) i'll reboot for
verification; first thing i'd check is my backup of /etc/sudoers, and /etc 82157476af
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